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Union Charges Trenton With Stalling Tactics

The MSC Chapter of American Federation of Teachers (AFT) meets today to seek support of AFT contract demands and denounced state and federal educational policies at a "box lunch" rally on Tuesday.

According to Rockway Bazal, MSC representative and vice-commissioner of state government, "real student input" in "all levels of college administration" was an "expected support from students, which you (the AFT) definitely need to be successful".

The NOON rally on the Student Center Mall featured speeches by Marcoantonio Lacatena, MSC president, Grover Furr, assistant professor of English and Genova. Lacatena, updating the status of contract negotiations, declared that the union had reached an impasse and asked for outside mediation. He charged that "state negotiators" had taken the state. He then charged the state with "deceptively misleading" SGA to take over higher education and run it from Trenton.

He criticized a report from the Committee for Economic Development which recommended doubling state college tuitions, reducing faculty student decision-making input, setting tenure quotas and strengthening the power of college presidents. The MSC president stated that the state was trying to make the college presidents "an instrument of the state, provable only to the governor".

In his speech, Genova restated his commitment to protect and secure student rights. He questioned how the Board of Higher Education and faculty could "protest to meet the interests of the academic community when the largest portion of that community, the students, have little if any input into the decision-making process?"

Genova warned the union that students would not "stand aside and watch the power to determine governance go from the Board of Higher Education to the faculty without being assured of genuine input." He assured the AFT that students were not opposed to unionism, noting that "in "the heat of the moment" some union would "unintentionally make" their positions clear.

FURR DESCRIBED higher education as "under attack" on the national and local levels. "The government has served notice to the people of the state that it has abandoned its commitment to education for all," he continued.

He stated that working and lower class students would be most affected by what he termed "lack of education only for those who can afford it."

In an apparent attempt to strengthen their position as a third party in the relations between the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and the Board of Higher Education, members of the New Jersey State Association (NJSA) met with representatives from the AFT.

The meeting was held last Thursday, Oct. 4, in the Lewis Herman Lab, Room 317, Rutgers University, New Brunswick.

According to Stan Dimond, AFT representative, the meeting was a "mutual desire" on the part of the AFT and NJSA to meet.

NJSA said that the main purposes on the NJSA's part for attending the meeting were to gain information on the "faculty's side" in the present AFT/board negotiations and to establish a "report" between the NJSA and AFT.

Representing the NJSA at the meeting were Bill Buckman, student union president, and Robert Bates, chief negotiator for the AFT.

Genova stated that the "union had bogged down" and "had turned down the state's offer, but the union had abandoned the meeting because of the AFT's refusal to negotiate.

Genova informed the students that the MSC's representatives "had little or no input into the decision-making process," Genova said that "it has abandoned its commitment to protect and secure student rights. He questioned how the Board of Higher Education and faculty could "protest to meet the interests of the academic community when the largest portion of that community, the students, have little if any input into the decision-making process?"

He stated that working and lower class students would be most affected by what he termed "lack of education only for those who can afford it."

In an apparent attempt to strengthen their position as a third party in the relations between the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and the Board of Higher Education, members of the New Jersey State Association (NJSA) met with representatives from the AFT.

The meeting was held last Thursday, Oct. 4, in the Lewis Herman Lab, Room 317, Rutgers University, New Brunswick.

According to Stan Dimond, AFT representative, the meeting was a "mutual desire" on the part of the AFT and NJSA to meet.

NJSA said that the main purposes on the NJSA's part for attending the meeting were to gain information on the "faculty's side" in the present AFT/board negotiations and to establish a "report" between the NJSA and AFT.

Representing the NJSA at the meeting were Bill Buckman, student union president, and Robert Bates, chief negotiator for the AFT. Genova, Harry Meyer, student organization president of Stockton State College, Genova, Alex Ushkore, student association president of Gloucester State College, and the three..
School Senates In State Of Flux

By Nancy Forder

Throughout the past month the five school senates have been reconvening their memberships and making plans to develop their role as the policy-making branch of the school. Senate membership consists of the dean of the school, two members of the Administrative Council of the school, two full-time faculty members and student representatives from each department. Meetings are conducted on a monthly basis.

THE SENATE of the School of Fine and Performing Arts is in the process of revising its constitution. Dean Donald C. Mintz stressed the importance of replacing the dean as presiding officer of the senate. "We are the only school in which the dean himself is the presiding officer and I think it is highly embarrassing," Mintz complained. When asked who would succeed him as president, Mintz said that decision would rest with the constitutional revision committee.

Mintz feels the senate fell into disuse last semester and hopes the revisions will "get the senate going again. He would like to see the senate play a more active role in implementing school policy. "The senate can have an awful lot of influence in the running of the school," he concluded.

Dr. Philip S. Cohen, dean of the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, felt that his senate has been playing a role "more in terms of establishing committees and providing a member of the committee than it has in policy-making. He would like to see some changes made in the senate to augment its role as an administrative group.

"ONE STEP in this direction would be to have the president of the senate become a permanent member of the administrative council," Cohen stated. Cohen pointed out that a strong senate needs interested hard-working people. "A constitution does not make a senate strong; the people will determine how effective it will be," he said. Dr. Houston G. Elam, dean of the School of Professional Arts and Sciences, feels it is the role of the senate to "provide general policy for the school in areas where that policy has not yet been established by another organization."

"I'm proud of our senate," he said. "We have attempted to institute policies where we thought there was a certain amount of confusion. The members of the senate work hard and they care."

Dr. Thomas Wilson, dean of the School of Mathematics and Science, wishes to see the senate move away from the "cut and dried" approach to a more informal atmosphere where it would feel free to initiate new ideas. "We must move away from over-formality," he said, "and take on the air of a more informal group."

Dean Donald C. Mintz stressed the importance of communication between faculty and students; "Both groups share a common interest in offering the best education possible," he said. When asked what he felt the role of the senate should be, Wilson said, "I think the senate should have more say in the running of the school. Decisions should be channeled to the departments where studies can be conducted on a more in-depth scale."

Dr. Bernard W. Fleischman offered little partial on the present status of the senate of the School of Humanities, except to say that "we are in a state of constructive flux and we're going to write down soon."

The dean also commented on the possibility of a new constitution as a "more effective way of dealing with the school-wide questions."
MSC Sets Up First NJ Motor Performance Lab

By Dia Palmieri

What is presently the scene of sawdust, wires and discombobulated machinery in the basement of Pancer Gym will soon be transformed into the only motor performance laboratory in the state of New Jersey.

Launching of the enterprise was underwritten by Dr. Leon Smith, director of the motor performance laboratory, to fill the need for laboratory facilities where both faculty and students would have the opportunity to engage in research projects in physical education.

FUNDS for the project were supplied by the Pancer School Trust Fund and departmental faculty funds in cooperation with Dr. Houston Elam, dean of the School of Professional Arts and Sciences, and Dr. George Pearson, chairman of the physical education department. Located in Gym 4 of Pancer Gymnasium, the laboratory, according to Smith, will be operating by the end of October.

Smith's aim is to establish the best research laboratory for physical education on the east coast. The laboratory maintains such performance equipment as the stabilometer which tests and measures balance. Other instruments gauge such action performances as reaction time, steadiness, strength and fitness and motor learning. Results of the tests would be used in mathematical curves to deduce principles of learning. Predictions could then be made as to how students learn and how well they are involved with the exercises.

According to Smith, research carried out in the laboratory will be an aid to improving the quality of teaching and coaching. Both student and student will be able to keep up to date on new developments in the motor performance area.

Although open to all

Nader Knocks Big Business

By Barbara Buono

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader captivated a full-house audience at MSC last Wednesday, discussing the problem of student apathy in environmental affairs and challenging large corporations for their total disregard of the environment.

Nader introduced the barrage in student activism during the '70s to the fact that "youth is impatient and gets disillusioned fast. Since they didn't change the country over night they threw up their hands." He added that "a manner of stance has to be culminated, as if there's pollution only on Earth Day.

NADER STATED that the citizens of this country don't recognize the ways in which they are abused, or they would do something about it. He said the most serious criminality comes from corporations and the government that refuses to use their power in producing an acceptable social situation. Nader continued that power decides what is permissible and the misuse of power by these corporations has led to "disastrous environmental crimes."

Commenting on the fact that the audience had laughed when he related several political atrocities, Nader defined their laughter as a "nervous laughter, not a Johnny Carson laughter." He said, "Laughter is often used as a mechanism to cover submerged horror."

Nader said that, "Companies are so long that we don't evaluate them as we would a next door neighbor." He said that citizens should react to their threats of unemployment as they would to a neighbor who dumps garbage on their front lawn.

WHEN ASKED who was responsible for the current energy crisis, Nader responded, "It is totally the responsibility of the oil industry. They saw the increase in demand and refused to increase the import quota so they could keep their high prices."

Nader stressed individual involvement in the struggle to protect the environment. He cited the example of a Student Public Interest Research Group, located in Oregon, as a successful student attempt to accumulate funds by collecting dues. Among other things the group has effectively filed suits, fought pollution and contested credit discrimination against women in home state.

This ORGANIZATION has spread to 18 states. One branch is located in Trenton and Nader urges all interested students to become involved.

Thinking Ahead

The Student Center Policy Board has formed a subcommittee to investigate the feasibility of constructing some type of addition to the Center. All students and faculty interested in working on the committee are asked to contact Betty O'Keeffe through the SGA office.
PIECING IT BACK TOGETHER — Eighteen Montclair State students used modern ingenuity, antique building techniques and lots of hard work to save this 160 year-old carriage house from destruction. The house, almost half-way reconstructed in the photograph above, now stands on the grounds of the MSC-operated School of Conservation in Branchville.

The project was actually a three credit course offered from Aug. 13 to 24 by MSC's industrial education and technology department.

The three stall carriage house was reconstructed on the grounds of the School of Conservation which became affiliated with Montclair State about two years ago. The School, which offers programs on the natural sciences, is the largest facility of its kind in the Western Hemisphere and the second largest in the world.
Reconstruct History

DIRECTOR, heard about the house from Macklyn Wyght, the School's business manager, who owned the descendants of the Black family who Montague property.

When the building was originally constructed in 1813, only wooden pegs and an interlocking joint method was used to hold the house together. In 1898 nails were used to attach new siding.

"The students are maintaining the historical integrity of the building although we lost the second story floor and some wood must be replaced in order to make the house structurally sound," Kirk explained. The second story floor, which was 50 years old, had been eaten away by dry rot.

This fall the house will be used as a classroom and a museum for the School's collection of Colonial farm implements.

The only graduate student taking the course, the original builders found a perfectly straight tree more than 35 feet high which was then hewn down to size. Perhaps the most unusual thing about the house is one of the hand carved beams that run along one side of the roof. According to Bill Asdal, peg-making when they had to replace some of the wooden "nails" lost in the move. In 1813, when the house was first built, only these pegs and an interlocking joint method were used to hold the building together.

When the building was originally constructed in 1813, only wooden pegs and an interlocking joint method was used to hold the house together. In 1898 nails were used to attach new siding.

The students quickly learned the almost lost art of peg-making when they had to replace some of the wooden "nails" lost in the move. In 1813, when the house was first built, only these pegs and an interlocking joint method were used to hold the building together.

One siding board from the house was marked with the painted initials C.S.B. Apr. S/98 dating from the time when C.S. Black resided the house. A large piece of slate which had been part of the carriage house front walkway was similarly dated. Perhaps the most unusual thing about the house is one of the hand carved beams that run along one side of the roof. According to Bill Asdal, peg-making when they had to replace some of the wooden "nails" lost in the move. In 1813, when the house was first built, only these pegs and an interlocking joint method were used to hold the building together.

Did You Know?...

That all Juniors and Seniors with a 3.35 cum (Or Better!) who have applied for acceptance or who are already accepted into the Education Dept., are eligible for membership in KAPPA DELTA PI (the education honorary society)

If you want more information about membership, fill out this coupon and drop it off in Dept. of Ed. — 2nd Floor College High — Kappa Delta Pi mailbox by Friday, Oct. 19.

NAME _______________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________
PHONE _______________________________
CLASS _______________________________
CUM _______________________________

ACCEPTED □ or APPLIED □
MSC is in no position to ignore Little Falls. We plan to exist with or without the college.

Robert Steffy, committeeman

The college has been unable to obtain the necessary club license to run an establishment in which alcoholic beverages may be served. "I am against the proposal to grant the college a liquor license. As long as I am on the committee governing the granting of such licenses, I will recommend defeat of and vote against any proposal to establish a new license for the use of the college," explained Capalbo.

LICENSE

Little Falls Committeeman Anthony Barbiere pointed out that the Student Center restaurant was built without the prior knowledge of the township and before the college had received or even mentioned the possibility of obtaining a club license from Little Falls. When the subject finally was discussed Barbiere said that the attitude of the college was one of "we're a state institution and therefore we're going to get a license."

Capalbo explained that there are three ordinances in Little Falls which prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages within 500 feet of a school and which set the number of club licenses available at two.

AMEND

"If we were to amend the ordinances to permit the college to obtain a license, it would set a precedent which might be hard to set aside. We'd have to do the same for almost any group who desired such a license," claimed Capalbo. "It could start a trend which would have disastrous results for the community," he added.

Capalbo suggested that, if the college is ever in a position to obtain a club license, it should go to the state Senate and ask for a special license. He emphasized, "The burden of the denial of the license should not be placed on Little Falls."

ONE-NIGHT

Little Falls Committeeman Robert Steffy noted that the college is still able to obtain a one-night liquor license. He said that the township would be willing to cooperate in any legitimate request for such a license as long as the number of requests does not reach too exorbitant. He also pointed out that the township committee has been "quite pleased" with the results of the one-night licenses it has granted so far.

With the increasing student population the college has been seeking additional means of housing its students. One of the proposals called for the construction of an apartment complex of the townhouse variety in Little Falls.

COMPLETE

Originally the college had proposed to buy an existing complex in Little Falls. However, the college was unable to obtain the proper funding, which prevented a showdown between the college and the community.

"The sale of this apartment complex to the college, which is a tax-exempt institution, would have resulted in the loss of millions of dollars in ratables and taxes, while the expense for the basic services of police, fire and the like would remain unchanged," explained Committeeman Samuel Sheber.

ALTERNATE

When the college discovered that it would be unable to purchase the apartment complex, it presented an alternate housing proposal in which they would construct a new apartment complex on Clove Road. The plan met with stiff opposition from the township. The college made certain concessions which included a cut of 50% in the number of units and the banning of married students from the dorms.

"At the time the college approached the county planning board with the proposal, Little Falls had been placed under a building ban by the State Environmental Protection Agency because its sewage treatment facilities were being taxed to their utmost capacity," explained Sheber. "Until such a time as we could expand our facilities, no building could take place in the township," he said.

The college is unable to construct the apartment complex due to its standards for entry and lowering the number of accepted students. Also, elimination of ineffective teachers and promotion of effective ones.

Hardship

The college, however, had decided to apply for a hardship ruling, which would permit the construction of the complex. Meanwhile there were two housing developments which could not be built in the township, resulting in a loss of $21 million in ratables and $600,000 in taxes, or half our annual budget," continued Sheber. "Unless some means of financing the improvements needed to handle the increased sewage is found, the township will fight the construction of the apartments," he said.

Sheber suggested that means of reimbursement be found for township services, along the line of the reimbursement received by New Brunswick for Rogers for the basic health and safety services provided.

"Why should we let you connect into our sewage system and provide the services demanded by such a complex if we, the citizens, have to bear the brunt of the cost?" questioned Sheber. Safety reasons were the main reasons cited by the committee for their opposition to the proposed landfill operation in the quarry. Once again, however, the committeemen expressed their displeasure at not being notified beforehand of the project. "It came as quite a shock to me and engineering parameters set forth by the State Environmental Protection Agency. The case is being handled by the Department of Environmental General for possible prosecution.

One of the reasons for the current animosity might be the lack of communication between the college and the community, said Capalbo. He pointed out that some students have been made to leave the tuition, especially in the fields of athletics. He said that the college had made available its swimming facilities for the townpeople over the summer. He expressed a hope that this was only the start of continued cooperation between the two parties.

Advisory

The committeemen would like to see either the formation of a civic advisory committee or the appointment of a Little Falls citizens to the Board of Trustees in a voting or non-voting representative. This would provide a much-needed input by the community into the decision-making process as it affects Little Falls. Both proposals are presently being considered by MSC President David W.D. Dickson, said Capalbo. "MSC is in no position to ignore Little Falls," emphasized Steffy. With a look of determination he stated, "We (Little Falls) plan to exist with or without the college."

MSC Ties Strained

By Rosemary Morra and Bill Gibson

"Although relationships between the college and the Little Falls community have improved somewhat over the past six to eight months, both parties should stop and take a closer look at these relationships. If the same arguments that are raging today cannot be resolved and continue to crop up in the next few years, the future looks very bleak," said James Capalbo, Mayor of Little Falls.

The continuing expansion of the college coupled with the plans for future expansion have strained the college/community relationship is existing problems and have created new ones. Among the most prominent problems are the future of the redhouse, additional student housing in the form of apartments located in Little Falls, the quarry landfill operation and the absence of input by the community into the governing processes which affect Little Falls.

Furor

Construction of the ultra-modern Student Center on the Little Falls campus area has resulted in a furor over the future use of the Center. In the plans for the Center, an area was designated for use as a redhouse. Originally, it was expected that beer and wine would be available for sale to students. To this date, however,
Gary Hoitsma

Academia Shields Soviet Reality

The campaign on the part of the Soviet Government to discredit Andrei Sakharov and Alexander Solzhenitsyn has widespread implications for students of the contemporary world.

Sakharov, credited as the father of the Soviet hydrogen bomb, said in August that Western nations should demand some democratization of Soviet society as a condition of East-West detente.

LETTER

Now Solzhenitsyn, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, has written a letter praising Sakharov for his willingness to speak out for the West's safety. Both of these men know that by speaking out in such a forceful manner they are placing their very lives in danger. Nevertheless it is their feeling that had they remained silent, there would have been an inevitable escalation in appeasement on the part of the West coupled with increased repression in the Soviet Union.

COURAGE

The supreme courage of these two individuals has been praised by liberals and conservatives, members of Congress and even The New York Times. This makes very powerful the continued silence of two of America's most important institutions - the White House and the Academy.

President Nixon is in a political dilemma of his own making. Having personally proclaimed the end of the cold war, what does he do when confronted with evidence that it just isn't so? He can and should be pressured into acknowledging certain unpleasant realities at the risk of offending Uncle Leonid.

HYPOCRISY

Much of the American academic community, though significantly not all, has been guilty of the kind of hypocrisy generally deplored by Solzhenitsyn - quickness to charge any repression committed under military dictatorships such as Brazil or Greece but virtually silence about the same repressions committed under communist dictatorships.

PROTEST

Now as various students are about to pay the price of their conviction, the American public should be asked to give government officials a token of sympathy toward the students and their cause. We are the sum total of our nation's service.

Angelo Genota

$60 Fee Divided

Among Class Ones

In other words, a certain percentage of your $60 student fee will go to the SGA for its organization. With this figure, each class one organization develops its programs, events and productions.

The majority of these budget requests were passed by the SGA last spring, 1973. If you have any questions, contact the SGA office, attend a SGA meeting or visit a class one organization office.

Class One Organization Allocations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Budget (Maximum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Student Cooperative Union</td>
<td>$20,805.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council on International and National Affairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Life Union Board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gahumph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts Relations Lab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Campusa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music and Arts Organization Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTCLARION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Players</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Intramural and Leisure Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film Producers Assoc.*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMSC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Control (Exc. Branch of SGA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes 1974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes 1975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montclair Athletic Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Passed in full legislative session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over the past few years, SGA has failed to publish the allocations budgets for each class one organization. This year we will meet this responsibility.

The table below lists the maximum amount each respective class one organization can receive for the fiscal year 1973-74. This figure is based on a "guideline" amount per student multiplied by a projected enrollment of 7000 students.

There has been such ballyhoo in recent years by the MSC chapter of the American Federation of Teachers concerning contract negotiations currently taking place in Trenton.

One of the main goals of the MSC-AFT seems to be the winning over of student support in the event of a strike.

BACKING

The MSC-AFT has done everything they could to attain student backing, from handing out misleading literature during freshman orientation to staging rallies on the steps of the Student Center, before we students make up our minds about our beloved faculty and their union, a few things should be put into proper perspective.

The AFT is chiefly interested in attaining increased salaries and benefits for its members. Generally they can't be faulted for this. In fact, I hope the union goes all it is asking for. However, I resent very much the impression they have given that negotiations are tied up because of issues concerning students.

TOKEN

Certainly there are token "demands" for smaller class sizes and increased work scholarships for students, but the real stumbling block in negotiations is the 38% pay increase the union is asking for and a disagreement over binding arbitration.

Let me stress again that I hope they get their increase, but I feel like vomiting every time the AFT comes off as the champion of students and their rights.

FORGOTTEN

Speaking of students' rights, too few have been forgotten by concerned faculty members in the past. In separate instances at Ramapo and Paterson State colleges last year, students went on strike in support of their faculty and their disputes over tenure procedures. Along with the faculty demands were some student demands which were conveniently forgotten once the tenure issues were resolved.

In conclusion it should be noted that there is on this campus a small number of truly concerned AFT members. However, this group is too small to make any significant dent in the philosophy of the present AFT leadership. But perhaps their day will come. I hope so.
The Major Theater Series presents

SHE
HAS AN
AGE-OLD PROBLEM...

THE MANDRAKE

. . . HE IS COMING UP WITH THE SOLUTION!

Oct. 24, 25, 26, 27, at 8:30 p.m
Oct. 26 at 2:15 p.m.
At Memorial Auditorium
Season Passes and Group Rates Available
Box Office Opens Mon., Oct. 15.
Film Festival ‘Simply Great Films’

By Janet Engel

Canines Film Festival, move over...The Montclair State International Film Festival is about to begin. This year’s Festival, sponsored by the MSC English department, is under the direction of Professor Theodore Price. Professor Price has extensive background and experience in the use of film in teaching both literature and courses in Contemporary Culture.

This year’s Festival is dedicated to the late-winning film director, John Ford, who died in September. Ford, best known for his epic westerns, and for his "discovery" of John Wayne, directed his first film in 1917 called "Lolita, the Waitress.” During the course of his career, Ford directed such great movies as "Young Mr. Lincoln," "The Grapes of Wrath," "Toacco Road," "She Wore a Yellow Ribbon," "The Quiet Man," "Stagecoach," and "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance.”

Two of Ford’s most famous films, "Stagecoach" and "The Informer," will be featured at the upcoming festival. Although both of these films were made in the 1930’s, Professor Price has show them, rather than any of Ford’s more recent movies because they are, in his words, "great movies" which are rarelyshown. Price considers "The Informer" to be an "absolute masterpiece, and definitely one of the ten best films ever made.” He says the value of "Stagecoach" in that it reveals the idealistic aspects of America, which is a refreshing change from the tearing, changing world we are in today.

The theme of the film festival is "Embracing a Tradition." It will be the second of a "19th Century American Painting," highlighted by the Museum’s American art collection. Each exhibit in the theme of the series serves as the focal point for a lecture by Patience Young, a member of the art faculty of Drew University. The lecture keyed to the upcoming exhibit will be presented Thursday morning, Oct. 25 at 10:30 am. The lectures are free to members, $1 per session to non-members.


Wilt Date Set

Thomas Wilt, well-known New York flutist and composer will be presented in a faculty recital on Sun., Oct. 14 at 4 pm in Edna McEachern Recital Hall, Montclair State College. The recital is open to the public free of charge.

Wilt’s audience will be afforded the opportunity to hear the solo flute presented in a wide variety of idioms. He will play a baroque concerto with harpsichord, a classical sonata, a duet with piano, improvisations on J. S. Bach’s works, adaptations of Hungarian folk music, 30th century French impressionistic music, and a work scored for flute and synthesizer.

Wilt received his B.M. and M.M. degrees at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, N.Y., where he studied flute with Joseph Marian. Further graduate study and research at the City University of New York has led to the formation of the Collegium Music, a group of instrumentalists who perform medieval, renaissance, and baroque music at Montclair State.

During his 15 years as professional flutist, he has had engagements with the Rochester Philharmonic, Indianapolis Symphony, Kansas City Philharmonic and Toronto Opera Company. Wilt has performed as a soloist with such conductors as Mitropolous, Beecham, and Berlin. He has been on the Montclair faculty since 1966.

INauguration Concert

A concert in honor of the inauguration of Dr. David D.W. Dickson as president of Montclair State College will be held on Sun., Oct. 21, at 8 pm in the Student Center Ballroom. The program, a combination of the Inaugural Day’s festivities, is open to the public free of charge.

Featured will be "Ceremonial Music," a work for piano and electronics written by Dr. Dika Newlin especially for this occasion. Wilt will direct the performance, and presented by the composer. Newlin, a noted author and composer, was studied with Roger Sessions, Arnold Schoenberg and Arthur Schuman, and has written the analytical study, "Bruckner-Mahler-Schoenberg," which is considered by many to be the definitive work on this field. She joined the MSC faculty, thesis, this fall.

Cellist Zelman Zemach, also a new member of the MSC faculty, will play "Hymn to the Unaccompanied Cello." Zemach is internationally as soloist, and principal cellist with such orchestras as the Swiss Romande under the direction of Ernest Ansermet. Ralph Vaughan Williams' "On Wenlock Edge," a work for tenor and instrumental ensemble, will open the program. Benjamin Wilkes, a well-known concert artist, will sing the solo portion. The ensemble will be directed by Jerome Landman and Louis Huler, Ted Hayre, and Herbert Guldb of Newark State College.

Two of Ford’s most famous films, "Stagecoach" and "The Informer," will be featured at the upcoming festival. Although both of these films were made in the 1930’s, Professor Price has show them, rather than any of Ford’s more recent movies because they are, in his words, "great movies" which are rarelyshown. Price considers "The Informer" to be an "absolute masterpiece, and definitely one of the ten best films ever made.” He says the value of "Stagecoach" in that it reveals the idealistic aspects of America, which is a refreshing change from the tearing, changing world we are in today. The theme of the film festival is "Embracing a Tradition." It will be the second of a "19th Century American Painting," highlighted by the Museum’s American art collection. Each exhibit in the theme of the series serves as the focal point for a lecture by Patience Young, a member of the art faculty of Drew University. The lecture keyed to the upcoming exhibit will be presented Thursday morning, Oct. 25 at 10:30 am. The lectures are free to members, $1 per session to non-members.

The first part of the exhibition/discussion series ended Oct. 7, and the third part will be presented in November. During the course of his career, Ford directed such great movies as "Way Out West" on Oct. 14 at 4 pm in Edna McEachern Recital Hall, Montclair State College.

The recital is open to the public free of charge.

Wilt’s audience will be afforded the opportunity to hear the solo flute presented in a wide variety of idioms. He will play a baroque concerto with harpsichord, a classical sonata, a duet with piano, improvisations on J. S. Bach’s works, adaptations of Hungarian folk music, 30th century French impressionistic music, and a work scored for flute and synthesizer.

Wilt received his B.M. and M.M. degrees at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, N.Y., where he studied flute with Joseph Marian. Further graduate study and research at the City University of New York has led to the formation of the Collegium Music, a group of instrumentalists who perform medieval, renaissance, and baroque music at Montclair State.

During his 15 years as professional flutist, he has had engagements with the Rochester Philharmonic, Indianapolis Symphony, Kansas City Philharmonic and Toronto Opera Company. Wilt has performed as a soloist with such conductors as Mitropolous, Beecham, and Berlin. He has been on the Montclair faculty since 1966.

INauguration Concert

A concert in honor of the inauguration of Dr. David D.W. Dickson as president of Montclair State College will be held on Sun., Oct. 21, at 8 pm in the Student Center Ballroom. The program, a combination of the Inaugural Day’s festivities, is open to the public free of charge.

Featured will be "Ceremonial Music," a work for piano and electronics written by Dr. Dika Newlin especially for this occasion. Wilt will direct the performance, and presented by the composer. Newlin, a noted author and composer, was studied with Roger Sessions, Arnold Schoenberg and Arthur Schuman, and has written the analytical study, "Bruckner-Mahler-Schoenberg," which is considered by many to be the definitive work on this field. She joined the MSC faculty, thesis, this fall. Cellist Zelman Zemach, also a new member of the MSC faculty, will play "Hymn to the Unaccompanied Cello." Zemach is internationally as soloist, and principal cellist with such orchestras as the Swiss Romande under the direction of Ernest Ansermet. Ralph Vaughan Williams' "On Wenlock Edge," a work for tenor and instrumental ensemble, will open the program. Benjamin Wilkes, a well-known concert artist, will sing the solo portion. The ensemble will be directed by Jerome Landman and Louis Huler, Ted Hayre, and Herbert Guldb of Newark State College.
Konarkowski Sets Pace for Harriers

By Rich Keller

From high school basketball, to high school and college cross country, a big change for Joe Konarkowski, Montclair State cross country co-captain.

In ninth grade, Joe went out for football and basketball. "I always wanted to be a basketball player. The team," the number two runner on the cross country course, "to build up my wind. Before I knew what was happening, I was the number two runner on the team."

WHEN ASKED who he thought was instrumental in convincing him to continue running, Konarkowski replied, "my teammates, my coach, and myself." Joe attributes his success over the years to "proper guidance in high school, I had them, so I have now, an excellent running partner and one of the best coaches around."

After a highly successful high school campaign, Joe went on to college but didn't run as a freshman. He elaborates, "I was accepted at Ohio University and went out for their cross country team. During the season, I broke my foot and ended that!" Joe eventually transferred to MSC.

Konarkowski considers his home course at Garrett Mountain in West Paterson, to be the toughest course he has run on because "even though it is a natural (not pre-embossed or altered in any way), it has a lot of rocks and ruts. It also has many hills and running hills is the weakest part of my race. Garrett Mountain definitely provides quite a challenge for me."

JOE CONTINUED: "I enjoy running over natural surfaces tough, but not dangerous. Many people are manipulating cross country and its courses by placing obstacles along the route. This is similar to the European cross country courses. I think this tends to take all the sport out of cross-country."

WHEN ASKED about his improvement over last year and why he is running consistently well this year, Konarkowski replied: "One positive thing is that my mental attitude has improved. Last spring, I started to become more active socially. This has definitely helped me. I find it easier to calm down before a race and as a result, my times are down."

KONARKOWSKI'S TIME was down to 24:51 against William Paterson College this week as he finished first. But the Indians lost the meet, 27-28.

Also in last week's action, the Indians squeaked past C.W. Post 20-29, and then bowed to a 17-41 victory over Southern Connecticut State in a tri-meet.

Little Car Company 119 Grove Street
Montclair, New Jersey 783-5380

Is Pleased to Announce The Grand Opening
Of Their New Ultra-Modern Facility

Featuring Benelli Motorcycles
Sales Service, Accessories
Custom Equipment • Used Car • Automobile Parts
Opening Week of Oct. 1-6

Joe Konarkowski
Attitude Improved

Beneath the major issue of a strike which seems to be our major topic of concern lies the real question that students need to confront and to reckon with. This question deals with the role of students in the collective bargaining process.

The term "academic community," which is consistently used in negotiations, discussion and development of college governance and policy seems to be loosely employed by both the Board of Higher Education and the faculty. The question arises as to how both of these entities can propose to meet the interests of the academic community when the largest portion of the community, the students, have little if any input into the decision making process. It is evident that the Board of Higher Education and the faculty are in definite conflict with each other. It is also evident in this conflict that narrow self-interest seems to be the overriding concern of both parties.

WHERE ARE the students in this conflict? We are the victims of the struggle for power in higher education in New Jersey. Collective bargaining has served ideally in industry where self-interest is the concern of both employer and employee. Within the realm of faculty-state negotiations, matters under discussion go beyond what industrial and public employment may describe as terms and conditions of employment, typically monetary benefits. The collective bargaining process excludes student input. Previously, governance structures provided student input. The collective bargaining process can theoretically ensure that the privileges secured by student activism of the late 1960's.

Faculty contracts have gone beyond economic issues. Governance, academic freedom, class size, facilities and services are all subject to negotiation. Educational policy rests within the scope of faculty contractual negotiation. The governance structure that students have secured participating in will be virtually worthless in comparison to the legal commitment that a contract encompasses. So what is the student left with? We are well aware of the jeopardy that a faculty contract places us in.

How have we reacted? Our initial reaction was one of fear and anger. We have reacted to the process through the New Jersey Student Association, made up of student representatives from the eight state colleges. Our primary concern is student interest. We are disillusioned with the management-oriented philosophy embraced by the Chancellor and the Board of Higher Education. We are disrupted with the increased cost of education with a decrease in quality. We will no longer sides and be mere victims to a process which so greatly influences our future.

WE ARE committed to our rights to secure input into governance. We will not stand aside and watch the power to determine governance go from the Board of Higher Education to the faculty without being assured of significant input. We are committed to maintaining a third party role in the fact that there are many common feelings between faculty and students, issues such as class size and faculty-student ratio, when kept at a minimum, are to our common benefit.

We are not adverse to the concept of unionism. We foresee in the future where students will unionize in order to legally secure their rights. Until that time, we must rely on influencing different groups not to destroy and eliminate the limited input we have now.

The faculty contract which is now under negotiation points out directly that students are involved. I quote a major change concerning governance: "In conjunction with students the faculty will determine the extent and nature of student participation in decision making." If this contract is signed with this clause retained, you have legally accepted our input. The question remains as to the nature of that participation. You are well aware of our aggressiveness to be involved in all levels of college governance.

WILL THE AFT in the negotiation and in the future truly allow for real student input or will we again face the mockery of student input we have now under the administrative structure?

You have named students as a party in your contract. You must be insured that through this clause we will be not slighted and used toward an end solely to the benefit of the AFT. Students no longer will follow without demanding a reciprocating commitment. Since we are mentioned as a party in your contract if you don't insure us a part in decision-making we have legal precedent to enjoin the contract.

The AFT has begun on the state level to make a commitment to students. The local levels must do the same. The rank and file must do the real work. ALONG WITH our commitment there is no doubt that there will be areas of conflict between faculty and students. You must now convince us that these conflicts can be resolved if an unexpected support from students, which you definitely need to be successful, is to be secured.

—Angelo Genova
President,
Student Government Association
Montclair State's field hockey team's inexperience was evident last week as the Squaws dropped their first two games of the season. Kings College didn't prove to be amiable hosts last Tuesday as they outlasted the MSC team, 6-1.

GLASSBORO STATE didn't help their situation much either as they blanked the Squaws, 7-0, last Friday. The team traveled to Lehman College on Friday before facing William Paterson Tuesday at their home field (Brookdale Park in Bloomfield) at 3:30 pm.

Glassboro's Donna Heyn ridled the MSC defense with three goals while Janice Albetti netted two, Jane Condrigly and Barbara Cunningham each tallied a goal to close out the Glassboro scoring.

COACH DONNA Olson could not fault her netminder Laura Sanson who made some fine stops on the Glassboro scoring.

"The scene was typical of the first two games of the season. With but 43 seconds to go in the half, the lethal weapon otherwise known as Lajtermann's foot sailed yet another PAT through the uprights, and the tribe led 7-0 at halftime."

The only scoring done in the third period brought Cortland seven points closer as Beagley split his third split and Mark Jenkins with a 3-yard bomb.

WHEN ASKED if the length of the final matches tired them out, Bower remarked, "I was playing badly." Of the first three games, Bower described himself as a "coffeehouse player," or one who plays for the fun of it, compared to Kretzmer, who is a "tournament player.

KRETZMER WON the Eastern Junior title in Baltimore in August and placed second in the Suburban Open last spring. He is also an official Chess Federation tournament director.

Bower summed up the finals when he said of his opponent, "It was just a matter of his proving his obvious superiority.

Bower noted that the length of the final matches tired them out. According to him, "I was playing badly." Of the first three games, Bower described himself as a "coffeehouse player," or one who plays for the fun of it, compared to Kretzmer, who is a "tournament player.

KRETZMER WON the Eastern Junior title in Baltimore in August and placed second in the Suburban Open last spring. He is an official Chess Federation tournament director.

Bower summed up the finals when he said of his opponent, "It was just a matter of his proving his obvious superiority."
By Joe Castronovo

"Yes, of course I'd have to say that this victory will give us a lift. We played all around good ball tonight. Our running game went well and our passing game improved, both on account of the fine blocking job the offensive line did. That's not to say that the defense didn't hold its own. We capitalized on their mistakes tonight, and those mistakes were due to our rugged defensive play which caused them to happen."

The words were those of Clary Anderson, head coach and spiritual leader of the MSC football squad. The occasion was a 27-14 triumph over Cortland State Saturday night at Sorague Field. Along with the victory came sighs of relief, prayers of thanks and a good-deal of laughter, all from the women's locker room.

"THE GAME began via differently than most of the Indians' previous encounters. It began with their opponent scoring first. In this case, it was the Red Dragons' halfback Bruce LaWham who, on first down from the MSC 29-yard line, took a lateral from QB Ralph Boettger and made it worthy of six points."

"Kicker Tom Halligan added another with his PAT, and it looked like another one of those long, cold nights for MSC fans as they reluctantly watched the Tribe fall behind."

On the ensuing kickoff however, the Indians proceeded to march 61 yards in 11 plays, culminating in a Franklin Walker touchdown. The speedy halfback left his footprints on Cortland helmets as he scooted around the right end for 17 yards with 2:34 remaining in the quarter. Kicker Moore, Lajtermann booted the extra point and the score was even, 6-6.

Both teams spent most of the second period running up and down the field while the crowd indeed its disapproval. They were awakened when MSC decided to pounce on a high, spiraling boot by the Cortland punter which landed only 18 yards away, on its own 33-yard line.

Five plays later, fullback Ray Vander May went into the end zone from two yards out, with 2:23 left in the half. Lajtermann's kick was good, and the Indians were ahead, 14-7.

The Tribe's tenacious defense wasn't through however. With the Red Dragons apparently looking ahead to their coach's fast-breathing halftime lecture, MSC linbacker Greg Fitzpatrick recovered a fumble on his own 48-yard line.

"NO SOONER did the Indian offense race onto the field than SQ QB Ralph Boettger and made it worthy of six points."

When Pete Casais' shot deflected off an MSC defender past goalie Chuck Duran, the Tribe maintained their poise to score with minutes remaining. Joe Cozza drove a shot through a maze of players to the right of the Gothic goalie.

Cozza was also the spark behind the Indians on Saturday against CCNY as he tallied twice, both on Menendez assists. Menendez himself scored his third goal of the season and Gary Choka scored his first to complete the rout.

CCNY gave Duran a much-needed rest that afternoon, testing him with only one shot while Ray Labutis was forced to handle 11 shots from the Indians.

When asked for a prediction on Wednesday's contest, Stepanow's only comment was that "We'll score at least two goals and we'll give them a good game."

But the Newark team is quickly growing and with experience Stepanow claimed, "Next year we'll make mincemeat out of Montclair."

MSC Slays Dragons

By Joan Miketzuk

There'll be a familiar face on the field when Montclair State's soccer team opposes Newark State at Brookdale Park next Wednesday at 3 p.m.

But last year's Indian captain Badma Stepanow won't be rooting for his alma mater.

STEPANOW, WHO played out his four years of eligibility at MSC, is now the assistant coach and JV coach at Newark State, while he picks up some credits in the new recreation department at MSC.

When asked about coaching against his old summate Stepanow explained, "I see it as a challenge."

The congenial former captain added that he "received kidding from the MSC players."

"TEAM, AFTERWARDS, STEPANOW explained that transfer forward Dick Moore was also a player to be watched and that "Dick could be the key to the Montclair offense."

Stepanow had scooped the Indians at their exhibition against the University of Duluth and was again in attendance at the Jersey City game.

The MSC team is not too bad off, with a 3-1-2 record. Their only loss came in the opener to nationally-ranked Hartwick College, 2-1.

Most recently the Indians have bested Jersey City State, 2-1 last Wednesday, and City College of New York, 4-0 on Saturday.

"AGAINST THE Goths, the Indians were as good as they had to be so was. After a scoreless first half, forward Manny Menendez converted a Dick Moore pass to put MSC on top."
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